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Students Negotiate Wiih Administraiion 
for Graduate Center ~mprovements 
By Susanna Jones & Charles Pdce 
-
On March 3, 2000, a group of students 
met with Graduate Center administrators to con-
tinue negotiation of a list of demands presented a 
week earlier by an ad hoc group of students, with 
the support of the Co-Chairs pf the Doctoral 
Students _Gouncil. First we provide. SOJne cdhte~ 
before presenting a condensed transcript of 
notes taken by Susanna Jones, former Co-Chair 
of the Doctoral Students Council. Charles Price, 
an anthropology student, assisted with the intro-
duction. 
Beginning in November 1999, ap-hoc 
student groups began meeting to discuss the 
abysmally inadequate level of services here at 
the Graduate Center, the tortoise-like pace at 
which problems were being addressed (not 
even ~olved,!), sl!lq the apparenJ lack of aware-
ness ~Y administration that students, staff, and 
faculty were fed up with things not working! 
Through informal canvassing, students 
-aetermined that the general consensus among 
· ~tudents,·raculty ahd staff.was that the move to 
the new building was ·a step backward, not for-
ward. We might be better off in the future, but 
inlstrat,on.- ~ 
no one could say when the future would arrive. 
The differences in opinion about the state of 
affairs at the Graduate Center tended to be 
linked to how much time one spent in the 
building. Those who come only for class tend-
ed to be less aware of the Graduate Center's 
dysfunctional condition, while those who work 
here on a r~u!ar basis w~re aG~tely awar~. 
Equally important to us students ~as 
the fact that our leadersl)ip was not taking 
responsibility for the state. of affairs, ,but rather 
displacing blame ohto private vendors, the 
Dormitory Authority, and others. Displacing 
blame does not.solve problems..: action does. __ _ 
Hence our efforts to get the administration to · 
confront and tackle the major problems and 
inconveniences facing-staff, students and fac- . 
ulty.. . 
Eventually the Doctoral Sludents ,. 
Council brought its presence to the table, join-
ing the Chartered Students Organization 
Action Committee, which was later replaced by 
G-SUCK. Sarcastically, the students said their 
aim was to get the "SUCK" out of the 
Graduate Center. Almost immediately after 
bringing some of the most annoying inconve-
niences and follies to the.attention o~ the ent\re 
- '"t?;ra~~~Wirrm,..,;i,;--Presn:tent.-. -
.------------------------------------, Horowitz called for a town meeting. It may 
11,111 Mall FD .. lrd have been a coincidence, but this is exa~ly · - -~ ·· - -- - - · . what students were asking for. _ The town meetings, held February 24 
By Mark Noonan 
On. Thursday, February 24th and . 
Friday, February 25th, President 
Frances Degen Horowitz and other key 
Administrators held open town meet-
ings for all CUNY students, faculty, and 
staff to discuss the road to a fully func-
tional. fully accessible university. With 
palpable concern for the alarming prob-
lems and many nuisances that currently 
plague the Graduate Center at its new 
location, President Horowitz addressed 
the current crisis for a total of four 
hours (over two days) to over 200 con-
cerned members of the CU NY commu-
nity. 
President Horowitz began the 
meeting by explaining that the Graduate 
Center had requested $4 .1 million from 
. Albany in. tt,e last budget prpceedings, .. 
money, that was necessary in order to 
jncrease staffing and. to pr.ovide Jl:le • 
• level of services needed inc1 move to a 
building 1 /3 larger in size than our for-
mer locatton at ·42nd Street. This · 
also enable the building -t-o-extend"its 
hours from 8 a.m. to 12 p.m. (M-F) 
and 8 a.m.-1 O p.m. (Sat./Sun.). _ 
Library hours would also be extended, a 
matter the Administration would dis-
cuss with the entire student body. 
President Horowitz also candidly 
admitted that "we are an institution 
under stress." She explained what was 
apparent to all in the room, namely that 
many of the facilities and services our 
university depencfs on are either not fin-
ished, not furnished, or not yet fully 
functional. Of course, in a move of such 
magnitude and complexity such as 
and 25, 2000, brought together students, staff, 
faculty and administration to discuss the state 
of the Graduate Center. The February 24 
meeting was especially animated as partici-
pants voiced their complaints directly toward 
those in charge. The G-SUCK group submit-
ted a list of problems and demands, some of 
which were discussed in the meeting. As time 
ran out, the students asked that the negotia-
tions continue in a separate meeting. The 
administration cooperatively agreed, and stu-
dents and administration met in a marathon 
meeting, early Friday evening. 
We ask that faculty and staff assist us 
in helping the administration create a democra-
tic institution of higher education right here at 
the Graduate Center. There is much we can 
do together to make this happen. 
A condensed account of the meetings 
the move were exacerbated by certain _ follows. 
ve_ndors, c.o.ntractors., and_ sub-con_tr.ac.- .. _ .. 
ours, one would expect the transition to 
be neither instantaneous, nor unprob-
lematic. Unfortunately, as our president 
elucidated, problems associated with 
tors that failed to deliv~r in tim~ly fash- . . con·tinue/JJ?i(Je~ r.~ ff - ·- ·-- - •• -
.. ion or correctly implement what was __ 
promised. Highly troublesome-was the 
"state of the art" computer network, 
which u,e company NEC· failed to build . 
request -a,a not ·succe·ed. "The efforC * and instalr fo'proper speciffc-atioris. 
• • • Wc!S_ n~Uo~~. -~C?~eye_r:," ':ih~ ex,pl~ine~l a 
. ·. :The reqi.JesFcITrrently appears in the: 
Governor's Executi\l.e Budget and we 
full_y;.hope it will pass." She urged all 
stueients, staff, and faculty to write let-
ters to their legislative representatives 
. : in Albany by mid•March..to-push for,_this 
allocation which would also provide for 
new full-time faculty, money for doctoral 
fellowships, and tuition remission for all 
graduate students. The mooey would 
Another company,. Cisco Systems, has . , 
· been· tii-"6ught fii:to _rectif{the~5it.oation; :~ 
but as of now the system remains 
"unstable." President Horowitz assured 
the audience that the problern is of 
central concern l0 the Administration 
and,,though.they could not,guaran.tee .. -
immediate resolution of all computer-
related snafus, they would better com-
municate to the universiiy community 
th,e ongqing status of their "relentless 
· ~- ~· conlinuea page F - - · · -~ 
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Corporate Art STILl Sucks 
March/ April 2000 
Los P.ollitos Dicen-




. By Celia Perez-Ventura 
Querido pollifo Funky Rubber: 
I loved your tour through our 
new henhouse-building, written 
and illustrated with an elegant 
feather, in the last issue of our 
cheep-cheep newspaper The 
Advocate. 
By Dave Gerardi and if someone uses the term in any I decided to comment on 
sense other than negative, then that your chicken-cartoons taking into 
Alan Moore recently wrote a person is likewise dumb." Again, consideration two things: a) Short 
response to my review of the Moore is lobbing his arrows at the stories have a leitmotif, that is to 
Brooklyn Museum's "Sensation" exhib- wrong castle. I clearly distingui'shed .say, repetition of a phrase, an 
it. Much of it was full of ad my use of postmodernism from the im(_)ge· or a situation. b) Things in 
hominem and straw man attacks. As type that puplishes articles by Alan this world were in the human imag-
such it warrants very little of our Sokal. My use is much more limited ination before they are in reality, 
time. I will, however, return a few in scope. I treat 'postmodernism' according to Gabriel Garcia 
volleys. akin to 'baroque' as I would in the fol- Marquez. 
The title of this informative little lowing humdrum sentence, 'Bach. and In the real world all chickens 
blurb is a play on a sticker made by Vivaldi are tny favorite composers of like us have a mother, known as 
SST Records. SST was founded by the baroque period.' . MamA: Gallina or Mother Hen, who 
Greg Ginn, the guitarist of the leg- What's Moore so ornery about? usually takes care of her little 
enda.ry punk/hardcore band Black He says my standards are too high. chickens even when they have 
Flag. His sticker reads, "Corporate Christ, if I were home-schooling my problems related to un-plucked 
Rock STILL Sucks." Ginn has been a first-grader and quizzing him on computers, faxes, library, etc. But, 
-
tireless opponent of corporate influ- Descartes in the original Latinl then in our chickens imagination: she 
ence on the sale, promotion, and dis- maybe he'd have a p,oint Uust an makes us warm with her IJuge .. 
tribution in the music industry. The example, I don't have a. kid). Bu~t.JI..J::'v-i:.-.,_-~-et.r,e~e~e>i~~ 
semiment of -t:iis otklter--applies- here- ·sperit"'.it,reTas'tlouf y'ears--;produ"cing ;uns afte'r us when we are close to 
because the art world suffers from and directing films, crewing on other dying in the pond of our campus-
the same influence. Talent takes a people's films, studying (and doing) farm, located in the upper part of 
back seat to profit. "Sensation" is no both photography and cinematogra- our luxury-Fifth-Avenue-henhouse 
different. This was clear in my phy, writing film and music criticism, (she never forgets that we are 
review. Moore, apparently, was too typing satirical police blotters, and so chickens and not ducks, who can 
busy violating the choicest rules in on. Safe to say, I've met my fair swim very well.) Also, she kindly 
the Handbook of Informal Logical share of ~~tL~ts in 13 wide rang.e of • feeds us·Witl'Jrier big 51lrwnen-· 
Fallacies to noJice. · fields, and if there's anything they DO Papa Gallo or Daddy Rooster has 
Moore charges me with "fling[ing] need it's standards. Standards by no budget to buy chicken-baskets 
sexist gibes" at one of the exhibit's the bucketful. I've seen and/or read or chick-peas or for keeping our 
female artists. Hey! This is libel. It more ignorant, baseless tripe than I chicken coop open. 
is baseless and utterly without merit. care to share with you, dear bored Anyone who reads your birdie 
Moore also accuses me of using reader. I have a .four-year document- story and the whole issue of The 
the. term 'postmodernism.' He's ed, critical history (in countless Advocate (January 2000) can 
right, I did use it. But from that insignificant publications) attacking notice that recurrent ideas are 
alone it doesn't follow that, well . lazy and/or corporate garbage. Our those relating to words like locked, 
anything! I'll try to be charitable cultural media are filled with STUFF. broken, waiting, un-logging, un-
. here. What's missing from Moore's It's time pick up a pin and burst open, un-finished, un-financial aid, 
.... ·1· il'!!ll ·-complaint is a hidden premise to the some of these helium balloons. Post un-housing, un-responsibilty, ·and 
effect that: "postmoder~ismT is dumb: has_te. un·-conc·etf'ieo:--~wnoeveY5e-r-1e_v_e_s·----==-= 
that n:1.'( ch!?_k_~n .~ia!~~!js •. n~.t- .....,..,.....,,._....,,_.~.:!!-_;;; 
proper, please,,ask..our.deGr...Q~Gf - -- ·-
very much missed former Big 
Rooster, Robert Hollander, what he 
thi'nks about it. He knows very well 
that I am an ESL-noh-native chick-
en(a) .) Well, I think that these 
words are expected and not suffi-
ciently exaggerated for the sake 
of humor, if they wanted to show 
a repeating situation (old home) 
and what it is in our chicken real-
imagination: 
Once upon a time our 
Mama Gallina, Papa Gallo, and 
The Arc-Poultry-Dealers promised us 
that we, the GSUC-bird-family 
(hens, roosters and chickens), were 
continued on page 5 
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:===~-y=.Jell\AifeP=&ei9~iSAeYr•eo-Chair-for■ ~ through email .or:.posting a flier•? tacting:the .iRdivid.uals .wha are-:aftacue.d:-0¥~: ~ =. --::· · 
Commu11icatior1, Doctoral Students Council Commuhicatiori must be fostered, riot ·su.:- lfte problem to paftfcipate ih the process. 
fled, at tl)~_G.r~duate_~E!n~!=:r, thr9ugh_such_ This wor,k,s_hould not be per!ormed by an 
The last issue of the Advocate was efforts:as: reg_u!af. fow~ :r;nee(ings between overw~r'.l<l3~; underpaid' pr voltmte~r.ing 
adm'inistration, fc\Cl:llty;;sJaff'c;ihd ·~tu\ie.nt~: ~raqLraie·s~!)d~nti Sorne;would eve_n argue a special issue devoted to the problems 
that have been encountered in oor move 
to the new building. I think the daily dys-
functionality of the GSUC for the.past .six 
months, from t~~ in~fficierJt,f?ann_er system 
to the non-exis_tent f,ax mac~jf1_es to np 
public te_ll=}ph9n~s. has ?lr~ad.t ~een 
addressed. Although. th~s~ wo,blems, have 
yet to be solved, I would.like to address 
two additional lssues that I feel need fur-
ther focus: the centralizatio.n. of informa-
tion, resources, .and decision-making.at 
the Graduate Center, and' the role of the· 
student jn the qecisjon-making proc~ss 
and in the project _of higher edu.cation. . . 
a co.min'1,111ity em~il. ~4dr~~s-~cce:sslble ~P tbari(~e:fact:that•a st~d.ent hatl tb POINT 
~very. r,elT)t>er of:tb~ coryimurtity; buHetio. t~e pr:9blem~out to.the administration in the 
boards. for po~ting' fliefs :orr-every floor, 'IA,. • first ·p1ace• rE:{veals ·a ·~eal ·1ack of visi,onary 
the lobby, in•the DSC Social-Loun~e, t:ind • thinking and ·focup on~ the ·place of the stu-
in the liorary. These small efforts tin Uie dent in the educational equation. The 
: part of the admi,nistration will go a :long administration. neetls lo appoiht a salaried 
way towar:c;J, jncreasing its legitimacy ario-; ~·. ·worker to cor1tact the e,s~cµtive officers of 
building dSF(lQCJgGY. h~r~ .at the G$l)C ..... ~ . . the Cc;lmpus-pased_ programs, get the 
Th~•Role-~f..St~dent~-(n.th~ High·er- ·. 
Ed1Jcational Pro.ject.-at t,lie _(;SU,C. 
names and emails of the students in the 
departments, and begin working on this. 
problem. 
, . 
T0ward-the.end of last semester I 
... ..< ~ < • • ., _, .. 
attend,$d an. open mee~iryg for ~o.mments 
on the .Middle $t<;1tes Rep<;>1·J~at r~ally. 
troubled .me .. The students pr:esent raised 
issues ranging from.the.inclusion of th~ 
~ ~ ' t ~ 
. I feel.-th~t this attitude was replicat-
, . , ed at the Feoruary ,45th to"Yn meeting with 
Pr~s,ide_nt- ljorowitz. ·When I requested that 
as many admjnfstrators a~ possible attend 
the -negotia,ijpg meetjng thqt_ the President 
agreed .~o 'have with us on Friday, March 3 
Centralization of 
Information, Technolos:,y and 
Decision-Making 
I think the 10-devices-in-one-
Xerox machine serves as a metaphor 
for the -centralization of information, 
technology and decision-making we 
have seen over the past year, ih 
which btith the capacity to perform 
and the· power to decide are held in 
an ever-shrinking number of hands. If 
one machine is down, or one man is 
not doing his job, the whole system 
The· 1-0-devices~in-one-Xerox 
machine serves as a ·metaphor for 
the centralization of information, 
technology and decision.;making we 
have seen over the past year, in 
which both the capacity to perform 
a~d the power to decide are held in 
~! o pm •. President Horowitz 
responq'ed, "We'll see how many 
can attend .. We all have other 
,lives, you know." Believe me, 
graduate student adjuncts work-
ing four jobs, raising families, 
and.conducting student actMsm 
on the side k_now EXACTLY what 
having multiple lives is all about. 
Nine students ll)ake a stipend to 
run the student government: 
three earn $700 a month for 10 
months ($7000) whi\e six others 
rioration ti 
For example, it has come to 
my attention that students have been needs of community college factilty to·the meetings, is doiRg 1t-FOR·FREE!··H;seems· • -~~ ·= ~-
--+---..c;Acour:agec:J..t>J.O+-to.-post-+Ressages-of ..•.. ~...,.._,difficulties..faced.b,<-science.and.alL.noQ,. ~---to..me,..JbaUtJow.:p.aicLor no-paid .graduate.--·----~ 
interest to the GC community via any of GSUC-based graduate students. When students can show up for an extra evening 
the global GC email addresses. the concerns of campus-based students meeting to try to improve the life of the 
What better way to COMMUN I- were raised, the response from Associate GSUC, than full-time, well-salaried admin-
CATE with members of the COMMUNITY Provost Linda Edwards was, "That's a istrators can surely do the same. 
than through a GC Community email good idea. Why don't you form a commit- What I think we would all like to see 
address? Are students somehow NOT tee or submit a list of student names inter- is a pro-active, visionary administration, 
important members of the GC Community, ested in serving on such a committee to that works not simply to preserve a mini-
with as much of a right (if not moreso) to work on those issues." This kind of mal standard of being, but reaches out to 
use this vehicle of technology to communi- response reveals a complete lack of meet us half way, encourages continuing 
cate about issues that concern ALL of us? understanding of both the issues raised dialogue and open lines of communication, 
When last I checked, students were at the and the material life of a CUNY graduate and proposes new ideas for how to 
center of the educational project- or at student. improve our community and the quality of 
least they should be. First of all, I can't submit a list of life of graduate education at CUNY. 
If you want the new technology that student names to serve on a committee I would like to add that since I first 
we have acquired to work to disseminate because I DON'T KNOW THEM-hence wrote this article, we have already seen 
information only from the top down and not the problem of forming community with improvements in these areas. President 
from the bottom up, then I don't want any campus-based graduate students. Second Horowitz, along with Vice Presidents 
part of it. of all, the suggestion was made that I Haggard, Zalk, Associate Provost Brier, 
We heard several arguments at the could contact all of the executive officers Steve Gorelick, John Flaherty, Susan 
February town meetings that certain things of the campus-based programs, and ask Newman, Toby Sitko and Norma 
that involved our contractors as well as the them for a list of students and a way to Kensington attended a three-hour negoti-
implementation of technological designs contact them so I could communicate with ating meeting Friday evening, March 3rd 
were out of the control of the administra• them regarding their specific needs and from 6-9 pm. It was very productive and 
tion. Denying technologically capable attempt to get them to serve on such a most of our demands were agreed to quite 
access of student responses to the GC committee. This suggestlon IGNORES the easily. Now, we just have to work on fol-
community email is an example of some- material labor that is required to conduct low-through. You can read the details in 
thing WELL within the administration's these efforts within the reality of a gradu- this issue of the Advocate. There has also 
control, as they elected to do it. ate student working multiple jobs trying to been increased communication: for exam-
This is not unlike hearing that com- pay the cost of living in Ne":\' York AND try- pie, phone calls, emails, and memos 
mands have come from the highest levels ing to advance on her doctoral degree. passed out directly by the guard on the 
of the administration to tear down fliers If I bring the problem to the atten- first floor telling the community that there 
posted in community areas, supposedly for tion of the administration, that is ALL I would be problems with the network on 
reasons of aesthetic beauty. Is form being should have to do. Someone who is mak- Monday, March 6th. I think all of these 
substituted for content here? What ing a full-time salary should then devote efforts are a direct result of student orga-
good is a graduate school if word cannot his or her time to creatively brainstorming nizing and community activism, and I am 
get out regarding upcoming events, meet- how to address the problem, forming a proud to have been a part. 
ings, talks and conferences-either task force to tackle the problem, and con-
iii ,; 
-- ·1ne AUVUI...-Alt: 
By Funky Rubber Chicken we couldn't go back there until we had the can't remember what they were. Even the 
money to buy a new cup. And with only $.85, helicopters flying directly over our apartment 
Me and Terry had been hungry we· were left $.25 short of getting one. for hours afterwards in search 'Of the gunm~n 
all week. Our lat~st trudge So, we were heading to the supermar- could not destroy the joy of eating as much 
through ·all .the ne,ghborhood ket, wearing shoulder bags underneath our as we wanted for as long as we wanted. It 
dump~ters m searGti of cans had coats-like always, though we never took so was the short moments of happiness like 
only yielded $.85. Things got tougb much stuff that we needed shoulder bags. these that lent a different perspective to life. 
when the whether got cold-there was a lot Terry always got nervous at the last minute Half an hour later Terry grabbed me 
more- competition for the two-and-a;half-cent and demanded that we leave. ·1 guess he · by. the shoul~ers and .began shaking me hack 
cans that- rich and wasteful fools threw-into was afraid uf getting caught shoplifting only and forth violently, He was yelling aLlhEr-top 
the· trash. ,Having had nothing:to -eat but to be put away for a more. serious·crime_he'd of his voice, his face inches from mine, 
0oritos .and. Coke for three-months (aside committed years ago in some other state. because I did the dishes when he had said 
froni that perfectly good~pizza we found in SomeJimes we'd only get out ~ith a bag of • he was going to do the dis~e$. H was three 
the dumpster behin_d thifpizza joint three candy bars. ·. · _days ago thathe had .said this, we didn't 
we~ks ago), and'~aving.np more dumpsters I held my breath as we c.asually have very.many dishes,.they wera,all iJirW . 
. or sections of the riverbed,to search-through, ytalked through the store, doors, and. focused and starting to smell, .I didn't mind doing 
we-were both reacfy to take drastic measures. every shred of hope that I had in the world them. None of this would matter to him. I 
So-we ·headed ou:Ho the supermark~t across· upon~getting this one meal. (We HAD .to :get didn't bother fryjng to ·explain. He shook me 
the- street from ou·r: apartment complex to find ·something. I couldn'f go another eight-to- for several minutes, and then threw·me hard 
something to eat-even.·if we had to take it. nine hour shift feeding reptil~s at the pet against the wall. And then 'r.epeated this. 
lt's,not like we wanted to steal. Or, store without getting at least half a gop~ meal Every time I got up he grabbed me and 
Terry·didn't, anyway. Bot we had fooljshly in tonight). In one motion, we' s~epped slammed me back·into the wall, slowly mov-
squandered our last $1.24 earlier in-'the ing · me into the corner furthest from the 
week on a bag of .dried beans. lt·had Very soon we discovered that what ,door. /All the while he screamed things 
seemed like a good idea at the time. had looked innocently enough like like·: ·"Where're you going? Huh? 
We were'both so fraught with hunger (unflavored_) cooked beans on our Trying to leave? Well there's the 'door. 
and malnutrition, maybe we hadn't been Go.on!" Then: SHOVE! "You're not 
thinking straight. fver since we ,got plates turn!::d into nothing less than a going anywhere!" . 
kicked out of the second·and last gro- night1narish hell... After forcing half a I knew if Hay-on the·ground and 
cery store with a bulk food section in plateful down each w~ both had to stopped movin,g it might all be over 
our neighborhood, our diets had taken 'a admit that beans- were inedible- sooner. But the ending wasn't geiAg to 
drastic a~d unpleasant turn tot the even for trash pickers. be any better than the beginning. 
worst. Not that the chocolate~covered Perhaps it would even be worse. So I 
raisins and gummy bears·we had so kept getting right back up and trying to 
brilliantly scammed from 'those stores (by ~through the doors and ~auntered ayer to the move out of the corner. I couldn't stand 
posing as actual shopp~rs) added vast quan- fruit and vegetable section on the far side of- being cornered and having him towe.ring' over 
tities of vitamins and mirieralst l~o~·o;u~r ~di;et~ . ...,_~;th~e~s~to~re~,:ais ;w;e~h;ad~se:e~n;s~o~m;a~ny~sh~o~p~pe;r~s .,.m~, e~_,~y_mel~li~a;n~~-~~W'*.9~~e~d;i,,IIIM_..:._1 
But they ha'd added some vari~ a least. j 
~ -~:-,, ~ Af{ soon as·we gofthe bag of beans low-caJprie items that had become en.~irely . It's not like I even had anywhere to ;~--
home it flit us: there were no cooking direc- foreign to us. Still, w,e always_ took a-,tew · go, and we both kn~w_this:· I didn't -keep in. 
tio~s on the bag. Neither.of us had any, ide.a minutes to create the appearance that·we ·contact with any old·frie~ds-~nd I dipn't · 
how to· cook beans. We thought about taking were·orowsing~truit-and-v~geta9le-buy~rs ·make•any new friends-because-of the figbts i\ 
them back and exchanging them for som,e- before getting down to business in the more that would ·arise whenever ·r spoke to or of i 
thing else, but we were both too hungry to familiar qisles. other people in a fri~ndly way. If the figt1ts 
~" ~ ----make..the.-2QQ-yaFd~p......Se,wiY+-Ro...woi:kiRg......- -~-....Just..as.we-llad--satisueQ..Qui:seweS-____Jetcy..picked..with..me..nido.1.cowdnceJlliLto . 
source of heat in the apartment other than an that we had created the illusion of being fruit cut off contact with some~ne, then Terry 
electric fry·pan, we· convinced"Ourselves'that ·and~vegetable-eonnoisseurs, !·heard {Ae ,would pick- fights with -them uRtil ,they ,eut off 
things would turn out fine. An hour and a screams from the front of the store: "EVERY- contact with me. We had moved three times 
dozen quickly evaporated cups of water later, BODY GET THE FUCK DOWN! RIGHT in our first year of marriage, making it nearly 
the beans were served. FUCKING NOW!" Glancing towards the reg- impossible for us to even get to know the 
Very soon we discovered that what isters from behind a mound of strange, edi- neighbors. Amidst all this, there really was 
had looked innocently enough like (unfla- ble, greenish balls, I could see three trench- no reason to think that things would be differ-
vored) cooked beans on our plates turned coated men with scarves draped over their ent anywhere else or with anyone else even 
into nothing less than a nightmarish hell: faces. At least two of the men had sawed-off if I did leave Terry. This is just how things 
pools of mush full of both crunchy chunks of shotguns. Everyone was on the ground were, and how I thought they were always 
burnt beans and hard chunks of not-yet- except a few of the cashiers, who were furn- going to be. 
cooked bean-bits. After forcing half a plateful bling in their attempts to open the drawers to After what seemed like forever, but 
down each we both had to admit that beans their registers under the enormous emotional what might have been only half-an-hour of 
were inedible-even for trash pickers. strain of having guns waved in their faces getting violently hit and shoved against the 
And so here we were, several days and angry men screaming "OPEN THE GOD- wall, Terry started calming down. He stood 
later. We had been to Carl's Jr. every day DAMN DRAWER NOW!" over me without saying anything for quite a 
that week, sneaking free soda with the cup Me and Terry looked at each other for while, glaring at me and breathing heavily. 
we bought over a month ago. The mold that the briefest second, and then slid in tandem Then he went over to the table where he sat 
had been growing all around the seams of down the nearest aisle and toward the back pretending to write in a notebook, which I 
the cup was now spreading and becoming of the store. A few minutes later the gunmen was never allowed to see or mention. He 
part of the paper. It could no longer be left. People were crying, shaken customers was watching me out of the corner of his eye 
scrubbed off or painted over, and it was tak- were leaving without their groceries, the few to make sure I didn't get near the door when 
ing up too much space on the cup now to be managers and workers who had been off to I got up. I could only go down the hall-to 
· hidden, ev~n when two hands~were-wrapped · the side·dtuingTthe-robbery were--trying-to- ---.eiU1~r. the•batl:ire0m-er-tl:ie-beei:eem..--Fle-l:la,t1-€l----
around the seams. Left :on our own,. we'd still clean up the m~ss of change and broken reg- not allowed me to bathe by myself since we 
drink ·out of it without a second thought. 'But ister drawers on the floor or were looking got married, so Lwent to bed. 
the Carl's Jr. manager had been watching us after injured co-workers. And amidst all the I tried to sleep when I got into bed, 
lately, and growing ever more ~uspicious of drama, with our pockets and bags bulging so but I knew that he'd be coming-in. At some 
our endless hours sucking down Coke with a · much that we had both doubled in size and point. And-whether I was willing or not, 
shared cup that one of us had both hand,s weight, me an.cfTer:ry trotted out of the store asleep or awake-he was going to have sex 
wrapped around at all times. Though the completely unnoticed and carrying more food with .me. It was coming. Thete was nothing I 
sign said "Free refills" and not "Free refills on than we had seen in the past three months · could do but hope tbat having a full stomach 
this visit only," we knew that argument would.,. put together. for the first time in months would allow me 
n't save us from being permanently banned We ate well that night: Kraft macaroni the luxury of sleeping through it-just this 
from yet another valuable source of food, and cheese with chili beans, bread, .cookies, once. 
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If I should sleep and 
You're not in my dreams ... 
That co':lld only mean, 
You're r!ght here witl') me 
When th,e sµn ,ha~ hid itself 
From the cq,ld mist of _ttte 11ight 
And f~ar has struck c:1lr,beings 
Except for the one who's waiting 
I shall stand my ground and wait 
Because only time will tell us when,,. 
Our separated ,hearts will meet 
And be together in one accord 
There will be no more shadows 
And no more doubts j 
Only sparks of Jubilation 
Radiating from the eyes 
All fear is cast away 
The dread of past is· long forgotten 
The future is left undecid~d 
And the present is all that matters 
More Than Just Friends 
By Ferhat Kutlucan 
It started with friendship 
And that was all it was to be 
But then after a while 
It was rriuch more than a smile 
I cari feel my heart beating 
Shouting out for your name 
I couldn't stop shaking 
And being around you is not ~he s·ame 
I tried to J,ide my emot!ons 
Tried 'hard not to let it show 
But ev~n ~o, I want you to !:<now 
Jusl how muc.h I love y9'u ~a 
2 poemas 
5 
ARIES 3/21 - 4/19 
A career change is in the offing. 
It will require a lot of wherewith-
al, but you can do it. (Not that I 
l~now you or have any empirical 
evidence 1:0 bear on the matter.) 
Your imminent change across 
social groups will be stressful. 
You l~now what that means! New 
trophy wife! 
TAURUS 4/20 - 5/20 
In aµ effort to be more produc-
tive, 'put off your procrastination. 
Start tc1;king notes in class., 
Tomorrow. Right aft~r Scooby 
Dao. 
GEMINI 5/21 - 6/20 
How 'bout a three-way? 
•..,... ,.. 
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Adjunct Bea.t 
By Kristin Lawler 
I guess I thought that the acade-
mic life was going to be different. It's 
not that the shitty job prospects await-
ing Ph.D.s these days came as a big 
nasty surprise; I entered the Grad 
Center in the mid-nineties, and I knew 
better than to expect the old, creden-
tial= stable academic job equation. 
By then, that whole scene was clearly 
on its way out. I didn't realize at the 
time, thotlgh, that the teaching I'd do 
in grad school would turn out to have 
everything to do with those rotten job 
prospects. I expected to enter a 
space that was stimulating and fun, 
and I knew I'd never get off my ass to 
write the book I know is in me without 
some institutional constraints 
prodding me along. All of those 
expectations were on the 
money, and then some. The 
one thing I wasn't expecting to 
enter, however, was a freaking 
sweatshop. 
I got a Graduate Teaching 
Fellowship for my second year, 
and found my real calling. I love 
teaching, for a million reasons, 
and the money-well, wasn't 
some degree of poverty part of 
the bohemian intellectual life? 
At least the graduate student 
one? It kind of seemed appro-
priate. I got a big apartment in 
Williamsburg, when there was still 
- - cheop-spcice'to~be""hcJcf"' d''n ~ 
settled in. And I dig my lite: but I 
am so over the poverty thing. 
Even if you do have a cheap apart-
ment, which is less and less likely these 
_ -· ___ _. . _ .. c:kl¥s, when wbat the r.iewly Jich can . 
- -- . . ... ~ - "":""""Ofi9rd-<1j~0t~s19h'~v~1yone else"will 
hdve toJ:?·dy, y9y
9
sirriRI.Y can:t live Jike . 
a person in New York"City and have 
time to get your own work done if 
you're living on the wages of a part-
time professo[ .. B.ohe.mipQ or_ not::-r0ck 
and roll shows, and books, cost money. 
What most of U$ wind _UJ? dp!JJgjs 
teachiA@ qn ab~ur9 11ldl'!1Qer gf.clqsses 
and doing research and administrative 
jobs to make upihe difference 
between adjunct wages and the fed-
eral poverty level. And more and 
more of us find that the intellectual 
work we came here to do is a luxury 
that we have little time for. 
There is no question that the 
world today is long on crisis and short 
centage is higher. To the extent that 
college administrations can use cheap 
graduate student labor to teach class-
es, full-time, tenure-track lines in the 
university will continue to dry up, and 
the space for noninstrumental, critical 
thinking that the academic life used to 
provide will disappear right along with 
them. A grim scenario, to be sure. The 
good news is that it's entirely in our 
power to transform it, by making effec-
tive, organized demands for the life we 
deserve. 
When I finally got wise to all this, I 
joined the union. If you're an adjunct 
or a Graduate Teaching Fellow, you 
should too. At the moment, signing 
you up is the main focus of the Adjunct 
Project, a chartered organization of 
you who are members need to make 
sure you check out the campelign liter-
ature of the candidates, attend 
debates, and by all means, VOTE. 
Make your voice heard in the union 
now that you can. For those of you 
who haven't yet joined, it's not too 
late. You may not be able to vote in 
the election, but, as the experience of 
the transit workers union clearly shows, 
a powerful dissident faction within a 
union can exert incredible leverage 
over the leadership, whoever they are. 
What's important for graduate student 
adjuncts is that we're organized, 
vocal, and represented on union 
membership rolls; then and only then 
are leaders constrained to act on our 
behalf. Because only union members 
can vote "yes" or "no" on the 
contracts that are negotiated 
by the leadership. If there's no 
threat that a sellout contract 
will be rejected by those who 
are getting screwed (that's us), 
why not screw em? This is why 
every grdduate student who 
teaches in the CUNY system 
must join the union NOW. 
We are uniquely posi-
tioned in time and space to 
make a change, now, before 
things get any worse. The 
exploitation of part-time labor in 
the university, and the orga-
nized resistance to, it, are 
·Ro-EeE1si,-.~/y--f!,r:offliRenM"1erfionar- - ·--~ 
.issues.these day.s: wa.ai:e.b¥-no-----
means alone in acting up. ""_.:::I ==== Hooking up with these struggles, 
the DSC of whiGh Mprk Halliog oociJ. an.d wjth the strong tradition of orga-
are the co-coordinators. There are nizing at the Graduate Center, is the ,. 
-only 0 small percentage of greeluat-e ~ -er=,ly-way-for tJS tcrcoqtest-rn::1ruwr,:-:-- -- ~...... . t 
. · sttJdeQf agj_ul2sI~d-~~~.:.:_~;' .: - TT~~&r;13t¥~-~e:m we-'t'!' ;::. u'":.~:=i: 
... .Teaching Fellows woo.are actuallv de~a8d a r~iQyigor9JiQf) of,th.~ l::JQiv~r- ... ::::=c 
members of fne-Professional "Staff - sity in terms of its potential as some- , 
Congress, ·the union that negotiates thing much more than the "knowledge J 
wages, benefits, and working condi- factory" it's turning into. Also, the situ-
tions on our behalf.. Since the thou-- . ati011-ef-€10juAet fec~lfY· rnirrers--tt:iet-0f----::::i--
.sands of graduate students who are workers everywhere:- The·attemptto · ·· ~ 
daily..exploiteclin the CUNY system are, implement a two-tier wage--syst-emand- -
:for tbe most part, not voting·roembers· eliminate well-paid jobs in:.fav0r·0f h0v- ·. · • ·~=.~=;= 
of this union, the leadership has no ing people do the s9me work for far . ~ --1... 
incentive to take our concerns into less money is pretty run of the mill, and 
consideration when contracts are our concerns link up with those of peo-
negotiated. What this means is that pie in every occupation who resist 
instead of being the vibrant center of working more for less money. In addi-
New York intellectual· life that the tion, we are in New York, in one of the 
Graduate Center has such a rich largest public university systems in the 
potential to be, the institution instead nation. What we do here is national 
serves as a pool of sweated labor for news. We have the power to articu-
\I"!-~-~-!!!!!!~-~ ·---- -- -- 9 -on-Aew,i0e0s-.- This hasveverything·to · 
do with the institutional situation that 
young intellectuals have to navigate 
these days. Who has time to think, 
- · the'CtJr-cJY·Sy'Stem. ~·1,owevsr, ·it~very ~ · · · 1cne"'cror-concerns, · con'lesfwhar·s - ·· · ·- - · . ., ~ 
and write, when you' re struggling to 
stay above water financially? Many of 
us just stick .our no~es to the grind-
stone-maybe if I can hook up with 
one more class, I can make my rent 
and eat. But this is just the opposite of 
what we need to do to reclaim the 
time and wages that we' re being 
robbed of. Wake up. kids! We're floqd-
ing the market with cheap labor. and 
selling our own asses down the river 
every day. Paradoxically, the harder 
we work, the worse things get. 
Nationally, over half of all college 
classes are taught by overworked, 
underpaid adjuncts; at CUNY the per-
one of us joins the union, the leader- going on, and make a difference. 
ship will be constrained to listen to our And I think that's what I really came 
demands at contract time-demands here for. I'm just not hip to a world 
for a living wage that provides us time where everybody works longer and 
for doing real intellectual work, now harder for less money, and has no time 
and in our future. And time to have a to·engage in the "unproductive" pur-
life, for chrissakes. suits that make life worth living. life is 
The Adjunct Project had great short, you know? 
success during a union membership 
drive this fall and many graduate stu-
dents became union members in time 
- to vote in the crucia~ spring uni0n elec-
tion. A hotly contested race, the two 
caucuses competing for the leadership 
have widely divergent visions of what 
a union shoulo be and what ours 
should do about the two-tier wage sys-
tem that's threatening all of us, full-
timers and part-timers alike. Those of · 
Kristin Lawler and Mark Halling are 
coordinators of the Adjunct Project, a 
chartered organization of the Doctoral 
Students Council that advocates for 
the specific interests of graduate 
student adjuncts. Their office is in 
room 5398 of the GSUC, and their 
phone number is 817-7890. Give 
them a call and get involved! 
' .. 
1 
By Costas Panayotakis 
The persistent attacks on 
CUNY during the last few years 
(the last of course being the 
butchering of remediation pro-
grams) merely exemplify the pre-
carious state in which the 
---
--- ---- --
,....,,.,,.. .......... .,.........,.. _,....... -....-
., ...... " .. , 
I-.,..,,;.,>·~"»,/',/'.# •f, -,ll.i~~ 
is ooe of thE: best ·ways to ensure 
the continued ideological hegemony, 
of the. rulin,g groups· and thus the 
perpetuation ot social opp,ression in 
all its .forms. 
Both the potential for Cl-Com-
capitalism is not simply a struggle 
against class oppression but 
rather the precondition for humani-
ty's total emancipation through the 
abolition of all forms of social 
oppression. 




American public education syst?m 
finds itself at the beginning of the 
long-awaited new 'millennium'. In 
such a context, even the ponder-
ous pronouncement of the coming 
era as that of knowledge and infor-
mation loses its reassuring charac-
ter, assuming instead t~e charac-
mon fr;-ont between the different 
movements fighting all the various 
f~rriis df oppressipr,i1 and pnt:! of th~ 
major obstacles to the transforma-
tion of this po-tential into aTeality 
are provided by the contradictory 
logic of capitalist development. 
More specifical·ly, it is the nature 
of capitalism to artificially perpetu-
ate material scarcity and human 
misery even as it creates-through 
capitalism's artifi~ial perpetuati'on 
of scarcity pres_ents an obstacle to 
a united fr.ant of the oppressed 
since it encourages competition 
both within and between the 
oppressed groups. As long as 
capitalism's dialectical undermin-
ing\restoration of material scarcity 
is not clearly recognized, the 
oppressed groups will be con-
• I 
ter of an ominous warning. 
Apparently this pronounce-
ment is something more 
than a means of sat:sfying 
the insatiable appetite for 
,egitimating cliches of the 
intellect1.JCJl represen"'"atives 
of the capitalist 
Establishment, e equa-
nimity and complacency with 
which the self-styled 'vision-· . 
aries' behJnd this pro-
nouncement accept, foil to 
notice or even implement 
demned to struggle 
with each other for 
the few crumbs 
conceded to them. 
attacks on affirma-
,ewC,1.+.1..=,..1..,1,-U_._t::::.,_J..u,t::_ _____ .......;, 
inevitable resu1t in 
such a •case is a 
reactionary 'p,olitics 
of resentment'. 
. tne attacks on public edu-
cation serv,e to confirm , 
wha~ d1d not ~';ed· -=to be ~ 
~;-;Ti~ ~·ed T;;·-+ h ~·~ first p ia~c e' 
_::;._ · --.:..r;:rom..ei.1-tbe.::de.:te.c:.rr:utJptjaJ:1;/~f •j;li~· =· .t:ts J,1}1~t:ecedente.Q .devel.a.p.rn.ent a.f _ ~ tiqn qf r1_otfil:_ipj_§£_9rcity will also ~ - --~~Wer~)'=''!tn::it=-be--ro rnvx+rmze-N-re- -•-t-ec.;~~e~c.;§c~d...t~;:.p.r~~cil\t.e :·.: _,.._ 'e.rJCO.U.J:.0.9e::'fhe"2eYe';;e~~,.rri:'[~dtir;:o;r'H;=-:;:orfrf-t:::j'.1rr:;:;e';:-=~-::':-:------::---=::::.:=-• 
r~ ,:~c" "i,,,'-,.,.·. ~"""'.11 "' · · · ~ • • ,.· · - ..,.. · • ·• · · · • - gr""~s·1ve por-
e Q 1.J C c:r;,~·r-,, ·--·~Tc: n1r. .· ._ . .•. ·· :,; 
'the-ongoing ag·g·r·oi~tJ~ri...°'.·" b ct:! ,.; ':'.:; --- liiiiiiilliiifffl ;;~~nd ---: 
ir1.e_R.u.qJill~~-~~~E~t_s._ _ _ _ these increasing~ _:'bsolete phe- ethnic conflicts. ~ - ·-----
In view of this bl~k sifu2itio~ nomenci'.'" TFi'equ"esfiontrf-sea·r-cT-P1.....,, .,.._ai. ~The'Te~~ .to-
"the· re"Surgence of--t+ie S't--u.-den.:1:---- - ~.s-0£ ce.n.tral...lmpo.1::-j·..,a.ni:::;e b,.e,c;.a.~e. _ have followed us thus for may feel ,__,,...,....., ,...,...,,.,... .. - ;,; "',.,., -iillF~~--..,i<o, 
.. rnO.l.lement has...beca01e one~ 09ci.in •.. __ th~ lea12 frg.m social oppression's by now that we have moved for 
_ .. :::::: - •..: - • •a:::r::Y.f~~~c:-e ~J ~~"!l"~~~.:~J!fe~-~es-ae1'ee:::'hTRdiFA·k£ a:_ ·2.w g i:E-.:OnFa£¥:~~~g.~a.}:..~~P~~-:-.-=~-~---="=-~.:_;;J4l;; 
time, the contribution of the educa- vers1ble en™minatTonpre~m;-es· · - cerning ·pti-blic -e~ticati,on-Gi.nd.:ui'e.-::_· __ . .:::....:::· ·--
tion system to the reproduction of the attainment of a 'radically differ- r:,ecessity of a resurge'nt stud~nt 
class, race and gender inequalities en.t....socLe,ty .w.h.ic.b.-.;.r.a.the.r .. _tf-l.QJl~Y.R- movement. However, thE: failure of 
impli~s. t_h~ nec~ssity o( coq_l?er~: ordinatiQg, human, needs to its func- our ~obilizations to ar"rest the 
tion between student movements tional imperatives-would sim~ply ongoing atfflc:k-C;l'i CUN)' mounted 
_____ _e.r.id.m~-~n.~= .fighting c,lass:. fLEW: .... se,c.ve.,aa~.Lr:!l?·ans !£..!~ ... Jatis.foc-, b'>".. Pata,~i a_nd th~ l:;1 threat to 
der and racial oppression ___ - -·· • - . tion o'f peoples neea fbrd'"i'lcil'"P't'e·r-· N'YC's ·:qu01ity-,~f...'.:\if~yg.;:.,.,~t.t1.1 ...... ~--~----_;;;~ 
~.~ ' - ln'"~~"w'9rJd:'"YVh~_r.-f:, so~Jal '·--: -· !,-,. .cu:id=r:::i~~-· a.ow~ :t-0~-str1,.1gg,l~,,::.~•.;o-g.~§.~~;<;l _lt;Ji.Ja~lP~~~.!2L-w. 
inequality is on the rise on all against ca'pitalism· 'arrd for ·a oemoc- .flid'F r-11.r~•i1:)7TJlndJ~hould rtfOk'er-1 
fronts, however, such a unit?d ratization of the economy can leod clear that the united front between 
front between all progressive to a society in which the satisfoc- diffe,re.nt ,pr,ogressive mQvements is 
' 1 ~ ,_ !' ! 
movements becomes a more gener- t~9iC\~;;:.e.MeJ::¥ Jr:,d,jvjdu.af ~JJ,aterial a pr~s,upposi:tia.[1 not only, for rc;idi-
aL imperative transcending the lim- rie~d_p 99~s hand in hand with the cal social change but even for a 
- . its ot educational 'sfrCtggTes· 1froper· -· aras"fic,recluc,-ic:>tr *-th-e-wo,:-kirrg------mor.e,~f.feei;t".j.y~aa3/...:;w.:.aQ.¥-~~ ..... - --===:=:: 
pnp becoming operative in all other day. In such p ~qci~t,y ·stru.ggl~s against th~-fort~~.r det,er.ipr:o:tipr;i-,pf 
so~ial• struggles as. well. ·Thi? over materiql ·res.crur~~s--would;. the current sorry. stat~ ·of. dffolrs. 
meqn~. +Jpvyever, that ~.ach of th·e become qb_~ole;te as p,eople woblld Turnh1,.g t~e tide, in t-he idLJcO-
~ H .r:nov.ern!::!rJ.tq ~J:1.Q.ul.9 ~tr:Y..Jo~ ar.tiEt:1let~ •. ~·,~~v9-t:'¥ !1:l~~t .,af,.t~eir ti.me 'an~ fion. front -presupposeSc 9 new and 
its demands and goals in ways that energy to individual self-develop- · stron'ger student movemerrt 'while," 
make clear the relevance of its me·nt through free, creative activi-ty at the same time a str:-ong student 
...---........ ____ str;::4gg_l~J~.t9 _tt,~ struggles of all pursued for its own sake. movement can only emerge as the 
- '. e-u;-!ier~~ O'gf e:?'S'iv~·~ov~·ments-.; -~.:;=:::.'l"',--f;~i.l~ba'~:t'ifso~..::..:.:.:.-ce~uJ-r· af: ·s~ccessful:.s-t'r.,ugg:t.es-ina.:;.;;i-. ~-~~....::...~ff 
Qnly tli~' realizatio~· q-£ and emph<!l- eliminate 1'he :co.ndif~or1S"_~n~der.lyin~ ! 'th!$ fro~t/ril~ ·;h·is\i";'" ~i~ious .. ,~ir'c:re. ' > 
s.i,S~'-'.9n::.th-e~ ir1terc-qn,o,e~te·dB~es_s qnd· ,:,~ttiet~t'loi:r"l,r.na.ter.laLcomp;Qtieir?.?1~::Q:.. we- .nave· s"tumtrl~d· upon?· Cer'tainl.y. · 
. - ;~,.. ""; ~ "; ;- .., -~£-... .. ~v.---,\ ~----~~-,,.;..:::.~ -...:..~::,,~-,. ..... ,,.. .... - .. ~" ... ,. ....... .,, ... "r "" - ,ffl ·. "~, - ._ . ' 
;,.,~";S9.fOP~~.[l~~t<?t:.t:fY,t~T•t~~-~v;:.~l~=--.so""!'at?1iPt?Pr-ess,_on· .... :,3y··a1towin.g~,.,r!· nqi"; T~e.,aBave.Formulat,on ·simply· 
.. ·- sj:~t:J g gl E! s, .:.erg 01 n st s oolp J. o 1D"pr..le'c.JGl~r~ a~~fi i:iiial' g~ g.e6ut,il'ie; ~.:_ .. =-~-' · -:e ~,r;, res se s· .. .trre. T-\e ech'to-.:t-~4 a~~'--=.-: =- :·-=~:-:::-:-::::=:!!!!!!!!!! 
will turn th.e ahstract p,oss,ibJlit¥ pf development, . ..such c> t~o"tie,t<;,-,-woold 1·ou.r'·fec,ogni:ri+o'rf,of,the 'interCcm..:, 
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·The•ADVOCATE 
Later in the meeting, the student 
group GSUCK raised a series of 
demands which President Horowitz 
agreed to go over item by item as time 
permitted in an attempt to address 
and, hopefully, resolve each problem in 
the near future. They are as follows: 
efforts to rectify the problem." The 
President also announced that such 
items as coat racks and hooks, "soft" 
furniture for student areas, and waste-
baskets had finally arrived and that stu-
dent lockers were to be installed 
throughout the building jn the upcoming GSUCK and DSC DEMANDS 
months, the bizarre delays resulting, in 
part. from the bureaucratic nature of I. THE DAILY DYSFUNCTIONALITY OF 
the bidding processes required by law. THE GSUC 
In response, one member of the 
audience argued that it is easy to 1. Unlocked hallways, classrooms, com-
blame other companies or the bureau- puter rooms and lounges. 
cracy monster, but problems are also 2. Longer hours for both the building 
the result of acquiring high-tech equip- and the library. A space with computers 
ment and software that CUNY does not available to students 24 hours like we 
have the resources to support. Specic;il had in the old DSC space. 
reference was made to the Graduate 3. Students MUST get paid on'time,. 
.,,..,. ... _ ----· -- ·--...... .,,. .,. ................ 
"March/ ,.o.prll 2000 
1 2. We demand that the Day Care 
Center schedul~d to open in September 
2000 be immediately open to all faculty 
and staff and not just to students. 
13. Affordable student housing. 
1 4. Gym f adlities. 
1 5. In an effort to overcome the design 
flaws of the new building, which is a 
compartmentalized space that sepa-
rates and fragments people rather than 
bringing us together, we would like to 
recommend a bar in the new building to 
foster community between faculty, staff 
and students. 
II. THE CENTRALIZATION OF INFOR: 
MATION RESOURCES TECHNOLOGY 
AND DECISION-MAKING AT THE 
GSUC 
Center's experimental computer net- and also NEED to be able to get 1. A COMMUNITY email address we 
work and the new combination copi- advances on loans and fellowships. can ALL post to! 
er/scanner/printer /fax/coffee-mak- 4. We want the administration to pro- 2. Increased student representation in 
ing(?) machines that only allow one vide a .$.03 copy machine to be place formal decision-making bodies dealing 
computer to print or fax at a time. in the DSC lounge and accessible to all with the new building and resource allo-
Numerous persons also complained students, like we had in the old DSC cation. 
that it was extremely difficult to get space. 3. A computer network that i? fully 
direct answers to problems -- phone 5. We want the 1 7 computers for the operational and a return of control over 
calls to the information help desk were DSC Chartered Organization that were computer software and hardware pro-· 
often not returned or even answered, originally promised for Room 5409, the grams to departments and academic , 
and when a live person was actually DSC Working Lounge. We want Room centers. 
reached, solutions were promised but 5409 to become a REAL SOCIAL 4. Advance warning for scheduled 
rarely kept. President Horowitz LOUNGE instead, with couches and maintenance on the server and brief 
promised the hiring of additional, PROP- tables instead of work cubicles. system-wide emails regarding building 
ERLY TRAINED staff to assuage the 6. We want a printer and a continuous closures/changed hours of operation. 
problem (contingent upon funding from supply of paper in every a~a_demic com- _Ji_E!i.mination of thf: monopoly_ o~ ... GC ·•◄-
Alban_y) aI:td ,gd9e9. t®t.a....sear.cb...had __, _ Pl,JW(. ~~rn -J~t;\,e.. ~e~ dJc:fjng-and .,.a--catering"for-e\7ents"in""GSCJC"'pti6"11~ 
already begun for a Director of Client more printers 1n the library. spaces and/or more affordable prices. 
Services and two additional staff. 7. We want the integration of a 6. A DEMOCRATIC INSTITUTION WITH 
Another student pointed out that Ma_~i~tosh component to our computer LEADERSHIP THAT IS ACCOUNTABLE 
there still were no signs for emergency fac1h~1es ~~~ ~AC users, as ~here are TO THE STUDENTS, FACULTY AND 
doors, fire alarms, or emergency exits no MAC-s att~ched to the n~twork, and STAFF THROUGH REGULAR TOWN 
and the signs in Braille were merely we want design programs (1.e. Quark MEETINGS. 
~-Xe!:0.~1-~~~!'1~ .. lli§[~!zY.,.rl!.!~rlt!J~~~ ... - ... E~p:ess_, __ PageMaker, P.,ho~??~op) .. to be. 
- Tlie aamimsfi"afioii explainea tliatsig~ -ara,1iib1~~-comp't!ters. 
'\Alero'hrac: ,nt-1,.=Haih~ -· _._ .... fa. t ~,.,.~ ~ a· !i: ... -s~We=waA~e=t--lelp @esk=1-10ur~J. = --Y"t:. ..._i,u...,...il3J.UJ~~g_--JIJa:)1JJ C U, c;,µ,,,.cOJ _ u -· __ ,_ ... __ _ • _ 
were scheduled to arrive soon. The operation to be extended until 8 p.m. 
administration also promised to look 9. We want bulletin boards in the lobby, 
This ·writer applauds· GSUCK, ·the 
Admirrist,-at=tOTr. anti=elj~ttmse wtlo 
attended these meetings as a bold 
move in the right direction. The meet-
ings were an optimistic sign that admin-
j 
into the issue of too many doors being in the library and unlocked glass cabi-
locked and assured audience members nets for students to post fliers and .. ~- .. 
that all hallway doors, classroom other important information on EVERY 
. istrators, faGulty, .staff. and st.Ydents*ar;e-- --·---
willing to work together to achieve a 
doors, computer rooms and lounge floor. 
areas would be routinely opened at 10. We want a working refrigerator 
8:00 a.m. and microwave in every pantry and stu-
The ludicrous absence and mis- dent lounge, garbage cans in every 
placement of large chalkboards speci- office and hallway, coat racks on every 
fied for classrooms in Math and the floor, public phones, scanners, bike 
sciences was also discussed. Though racks, and lockers we were promised. 
there seems to be no resolution to this 11 . We demand that you hire more 
problem at this time, the problem trained personnel to manage and imple-
stems from blackboards being installed ment the expanded technological 
that did not adhere to required specifi- resources of the new building. 
cations. The related "printer shortage" 
was also addressed. The administra-
tion came to the decision that any doc-
toral program wishing to substitute a 
printer for a computer in the student 
area could do so. Additional high-
speed printers would also become avail-
able in the library and a new, improved 
system for printing in the library was 
currently in the works. The audience 
was also informed that the setting up 
of bulletin boards will be coordinated 
with the installation of lockers and that 
stanchions in the lobby for distribution 
of materials and information kiosks in 
the lobby and on every floor would be 
up and running before the end of the 
semester. 
common goal: an extr.emely well-con-
ceptualized, non-hierarchical, student-
responsive OPEN University. Also 
promising is that President Horowitz 
has agreed to hold regular monthly 
town meetings open to all to discuss 
Graduate Center issues and concerns. 
The Advocate will report on these meet-
ings and will carefully scrutinize how 
well the administration follows through 
on student demands. Stay tuned. 
0 
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The ADVOCATE 
New caucus Debates the Unity caucus 
But Wait - the Unity Caucus Never Showed Up! 
By Susanna Jones 
On April 3rd, the Professional 
Staff Congress will mail out approx-
imately 11,000 ballots to its mem-
bership. This election is a particu-
larly important one, given the dif-
fering views and strategies of the 
two caucuses - the Unity Caucus 
versus the New Caucus. Its time 
to hear _the platforms and decide 
which way to cast your vote. A 
debate was arranged at the 
Graduate Center for Wednesday, 
March 1st. But oops! No one from 
the Unity Caucus was present. It 
was quite a disappointment. 
Faculty. students, and staff present 
were prepared to hear the issues, 
ask questions, and make decisions. 
That much we did. 
Apparently. representatives 
from the New Caucus and repre-
sentatives from the Unity Caucus 
have arranged t_en different 
debates to occur in the time peri-
od leading up to the April election 
at various CUNY campuses. 
Unfortunately. the Graduate 
Center was not chosen as one of 
the ten locations. We can only 
-• .. 
'ti .... .:& . ~ 
speculate as to why and I think 
that Professor Stanley Aronowitz 
summed it up best when he stated. 
we (meaning the GC) weren t 
part of the debate agreement 
which means that quite frankly 
they don t want to talk with us. 
Why would our own union not want 
to hear from its own membership? 
Maybe it has something to do with 
the particular concerns of the 
adjunct constituents and allies that 
reside at the GC. What could the 
Unity.Caucus say when _asked point 
blank about their stance on 
adjunct issues in relationship to the 
union, such as, tuition remission, 
pay parity, health benefits, discrim-
inatory labor practices (selective 
enforcement of _the agency fee), 
unpaid labor (office hours). Well, 
since 'I can t speak about the posi-
tion of the UnJty Caucus,- -we may 
never know what they think and 
how they plan to tackle these very 
important issues. Nevertheless, I 
can report to you the platform of 
the New Caucus who so confident-
ly opened up the dialogue with the 
GC community about these very 




March 1st. Barbara Bowen. New 
Caucus candidate for the PS,C 
President along with s·teve London, -
Candidate for VP, Cecelia McCall; 
Candidate for Secretary. and John 
Hyland, for Treasurer presented to 
the audience the New Caucus 
platform and philosophy. Here are 
some of the· highlights: 
* Pro-rated parity for" all part-timers, 
adjuncts. and Graduate Teaching 
Fellows 
* Health benefits for all part-timers 
* Tuition remission for all graduate 
students who teach at a CUNY 
campus 
... Membership driv.es ( currently, 
there- are 9000 part-timers, 1000 ;of 
which are union members) 
* Bigger and more powerful lobby-
ing efforts 
* Place academic iJabor issues on 
the national agenoa 
·*·Reinvigorate and revitalize the 
energy of unionism! 
ELECTION BALLOTS WILL BE MAILED, 
SO KEEP A LOOK OUT. YOU 
SHOULD BE EXPECTING THEM DUR-
ING THE FIRST WEEK OF ARPIL! 
DON T FORGFr TG VOTE! 
Questions to Consider 
· By Charles Reavis Price 
-t. 
Have you noticed·that you have k>-
walk all the way across the men's 
bathroom just to dry your hands, only 
to have them soiled again by the 
paper towel that unrolls into the refuse 
b
. ? .. - • . • • - _. • - .... - - -·-
m. . . 
Did know that the entire Graduate 
Center community has only two work-
ing fax machines, and one of them 
has a tendency not to work most of 
the time? 
Isn't it annoying to have the security 
guards continually open rooms that 
are supposed to be open, such as the 
student lounge and student organiza-
tion corridors? 
The pantries are in the same unfin-
ished condition as when we moved. 
Rumor has it the pantry electrician is 
missing in action. Is the administration 
willing to subsidize the costs of lunch 
and snacks? 
Isn't Microsoft Outlook more 
Cumbersome than Eudora? 
Aren't the frames for viewing the web 
frustrating- only being able t,o read 
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* E-mail wili't3S.:draftedand sent to student 
community by 3/10/00. 
March 31, 2000 and by the opening of the 
concourse. ~ • · ·.. • ~ 
DEMAND: Install 1 0 Macintosh computers 
in the building 
By opening of the concourse: 10 additional 
. --7 
.-1..: 
Note: In order to fully uncferstand (he 
demands made anii the outcome of the 
meeting, read these minutes alongside the 
demand list produced collaboratively by 
GSUCK and the DSC. (See attached·-
Appendix A) 
* Additional commitments to ensure stu-
dent awareness of this problem, include a 
payment schedule plan in each issue of 
the newsletter produced by VP Zalk's 
office, which is mailed to all students' 
homes, a payment schedule included in 
registration materials and in the GC infor-
mation bulletin. 
· · Macs on the concourse and·2 f\71aCS"in ttre --·----
DSC computer HUB (room 5487). ) ' 
ADMINISTRATION'S RESPONSE AND 1 ( 
FOLLOW THROUGH: r DEMAND NUMBER: 1 
DEADLINE TO MEET DEMAND: 
Wednesday, March 8,-2000 
DEMAND: Administration must produce a 
memo to security informing them of the 
need to unlock classrooms, computer 
rooms, hallways and lounges. 
ADMINISTRATION'S RESPONSE AND 
FOLLOW THROUGH: 
* John Flaherty (director of security) sat 
with Ray Ring and developed a spread-
sheet of classrooms, seminar rooms, com-
puter rooms, lounges and halls that are to 
be opened daily at 8AM. If the statea 
rooms are not open by 8AM, call Johil 
Flaherty personally. 
DEMAND NUMBER: ·4 
DEADLINE TO MEET DEMAND: Fall 20D0 




* This is a complicated issue that was 
briefly discussed. It became evident that a 
detailed strategizing meeting must be 
arranged with DSC representatives and 
VP Bruce Kohan. 
* James Haggard ordered 6 G3 Macintosh } 
computer's to ·be placed on the concourse . 
level of the library that is scheduled 1o 
open March 31, 2000. By rriid-April the 
Macs will be installed and working. 
* If the concour$e does not open accord-
ing to schedule, tlie Macintoshs will be set 
up in a space accessible to students. 
DEMAND NUMBER: 8 
DEADLINE TO MEET DEMAND: Friday, 
March 31, 2000 
DEMAND: Increased operating hours for 
Information Resources Help Desk and 
DEMAND NUMBER: 5 plan for additional staff for the help desk. 
DEADLINE TO MEET DEMAND: ADMINISTRATION'S RESPONSE AND 
Wednesday, March 8, 2000 FOLLOW THROUGH: 
DEMAND: Creation of a true DSC social * Administration is going forward with the ! 
* Chains for ID badges are in room 9116, 
Peter Harris (audiovisual). Security will 
ensure that chains are available to all stu-
dents, staff, and faculty at the security 
desk in the lobby as well as a memo draft-
ed and sent to the GC community about 
this issue by Monday, March 6, 2000. 
lounge through the conversion of the work- assumption of the 4.1 million dollar budget 
ing lounge into a social lounge space. The and beginning a search for a Director of 
installation of 17 computers in all DSC Client Services and two staff members. 
Chartered Organization offices. * They aJe trying to give help to the IJelp J 
ADMINISTRATION'S RESPONSE AND desk, but extending hours of operation 
DEMAND NUMBER: 2 FOLLOW THROUGH: means additional bodies. 
DEADLINE TO MEET DEMAND: Friday * By March 8, 2000, students will submit a * Administration states that in order to 
March 31, 2000 plan to the administration about the properly run the help desk, they need 10 
DEMAND: Longer hours for both the build- desired set-up of the social lounge, articu- to 15 full-time lines; they currently have 5 
ing and library. A space with computers lating detailed plans: what and where. (ull-time lines, one of whom~ 9.':!}..E.IJ..!!)..e.!1:;.._·.,....:.. 
available to .studeAts 24-AouF&. -At-a mif'li- - ,-Discuss-witt, ~ay "Ring-what1s-p"oss1bTe-in----tc'air~fave. 
mum the administration is to offer us an the social lounge and utilize VP Zalk as a * There are student consultants that work 
alternative plan/strategy. liaison. e'{~ning ar)p WJ~eK~nd~r.,.q_,.,,._ _________ _ 
ADMINISTRATION'S RESPONSE AND * James Haggard agreed to install 17 com- * Information Resources is currently plac-
FOLLOVV THROUGH: puters in all DSC Chartered Organization ing "Frequently Asked Questions" on-line 
• GC is maxed out on budget this year. offices. He will look into three additional so students, faculty, and staff cao searchv .. ·
__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ build- coJru:;?uters for the three D~C. co-,cll§ir •. !E~J:!~E o~ their q~n,. , • l 
...Js@a~tai~latiOJJS.i!J':~cfilecellCa;ta ~-,. oJfices. J:his_tp~]p "6~e·c9mplete!;fr, by•-;· ...t- IAtei#ja!(~:-~wi'U,i)N}Jt,,()QliRr~ ., ~.,;,.-~~ 
firEn3ntfe'ffgiiie~1ing"cc{aet: ~ : - -Mptctt 3f: Z®o-~==· .. ·: . .::._:. ¾: .. ..::_:~ - orr-1~F:diTtf1ua'f<e5ttie-trarcrcopi'es-'- 4 ·- -
" The iaea was raised' ro use "the reserve -. Mr. Haggard agreed to fix th-e four ·com-: -ava11a6lein·l~e "library as well as various •':"'"' ~----.J] 
·Reorof the"1ibrary on the first floor. Susan puters that are in the computer HUB, room othei;,,,rneavily,-~seG--le>G:atiees_w • "" ---
- Newman was fn support of this idea and. 5487, by.March 31, 2000. . . - * DSC will find a"studer'lt to sit ori the . • ~ 
suggested that we pay ONE student to search committee for the new staff posi-
work during the off-hours in this space, DEMAND NUMBER: 6 tions. .. ~~- ~ _,.. d, -~- "H-• -· ---·. - - , 
where computers can be placed for stu- DEADLINE TO MEET DEMAND: 
dents to use potentially 24 hours. Immediately 
* Administration will follow through on DEMAND: Additional printers and continu-
exploring this possibility rather than waiting ous supply of paper in the library. Explain 
for the July budget to arrive. what "free print page allocation" means. 
* J. Flaherty will investigate the possibili- Are the two high-speed printers on the 
ties with respect to needing licensed engi- second floor connected and properly work-
neers and additional costs this option ing? 
would incur. ADMINISTRATION'S RESPONSE AND 
* Assuming the budget is passed as is, a FOLLOW THROUGH: 
portion of the 4.1 million will be used to * James Haggard states, there will be four 
increase building and library hours. printers for the library, two on the second 
Student involvement is necessary when floor and two on the concourse. Students 
determining the best or most optimal hours will be allotted a certain number of pages 
for iricreased operation. per semester for •printing ("free print page 
DEMAND NUMBER: 3 
DEADLINE TO MEET DEMAND: Friday, 
March 10, 2000 
DEMAND: Students must get paid on time 
and also need to be able to get advances 
on loans, fellowships, scho"'3rships, etc. 
E-mail through the APOs to the GC 
Community publicizing policies for what to 
do if you are not paid on time and how to 
receive advances. This e-mail is to be 
sent to all students on the first day of each 
semester. 
ADMINISTRATION'S RESPONSE AND 
FOLLOW THROUGH: 
allocation"). This number has not yet been 
determined and is negotiable. This elimi-
nated the current problem with cu_eing, 
whereby, every print job is connected to 
your user ID, so that when you print you 
no longer have to worry about someone 
else's job being printed on your paper. 
The library will be providing the paper. 
Students can purchase more paper alloca-
tion once their allotment is out through the 
Bursar's office. The software will be 
implemented this summer. 
DEMAND NUMBER: 7 
DEADLINE TO MEET DEMAND: Friday, 
DEMAND NUMBER: 9 
DEADLINE TO MEET DEMAND: 
Immediately 
DEMAND: Bulletin boards to post flyers 
and information. 
ADMINISTRATION'S RESPONSE AND 
FOLLOW THROUGH: 
* By the end of the semester, bulletin 
boards will be in the library, departments, 
and behind lockers. Each program on 
every floor will have access to a case in 
the hallways of their respective floors. The 
DSC will have one case on each floor. 
* President Horowitz will talk to Ray Ring 
about temporary spaces to hang flyers 
while we are waiting for the cases and bul-
letin boards to be fixed and installed. 
* Nan Shaw's office produces a monthly 
calendar. Any and all events can be post-
ed in the calendar. Contact Nan Shaw for 
deadline dates for placing events in the 
newsletter. 
* The DSC can place announcements on 
the GC web page. Contact Jim Haggard 
for additional information. 
continued on next page 
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- -"":Go~t.int:tea,J.orn;::1ag-e;i2' ~ • - ""' -"· _, •• " groups 'oHaerrep,:-esenifed_1nFligJi.er. ci e a comp re ens1ve strategy tnat 1 
-~~ -r_.wJW=-..;;i!&,j t 
_ ~ ... ~d_4~tj9~ _I.~~.,se.,affir,rnativ.e..ac.tiar.i would turn progressive reforms. ·-
·----, ;f!_~s="wfH-p~~xa..:iLJ o.uc.._: ~§Jr--<Sl~t:rl-d-5eek ta •c-ompen- ~-"'· inter o-means· for"'th~· f~r:her-cte-ver- + -~- • -
struggles if we clearly orticulote a sate partially for the gre·at inequol- opment both of the ind1v1dual ~..o~e-
set of gools ond demonds that ity of opportunity in .Americon soci~ ments and of the struggle against 
mokes clear the relevance of our ety and should be operi to poor ond capitalism's artificial reproduc~ion 
struggle to the struggle df other minority students. of scor~ity and the vorious forms 
progressive move·ments. The sup- 4. Defense ond extension of reme- of conflicts and social OP.pression 
port of these other movements diation programs'at dll educational that this scorcity encourages . 
.would help mount a more effective ievels. • Thus, the very process df debate 
resistance to the continuing 5. Abolition of the Taylor laws. 'By on'd commori actii::n"! betvxeen 'the 
onslaught on public education, taking away the city workers· righ't vorious moverttE!nts would h-ave fhe 
energizing students and strength- to strike, the Taylor laws make it fonction not only of cirticCJldt.in9 into 
ening the student movem~nt. A harder for educators to resist the· ci cohere,,t progr.am 'i"h-e concerns • 
stronger student movement ·would, attacks on public education specir- of these· movements but cilso of 
in its turn, be able to return the hecided by fosdstpid mciyors and oil rcidicolizing popular c;:onsciousness 
fovor by giving its' support to the the other slightly less mcilignont until it is no, longer mystified by 
struggles cind further development Estciblisbr:r,ent politicicil')s. ccipitalism's ,simultcin/:?ous under_min-
of all the other progressive move- 6. Eliminci-tion of ci~junct cicademic ing cind restoration of mcitericil 
men-rs. labor~ conyersion of current cidjunct sccircity. 
A student movement agenda lecturers into full-tim~ status and Ip a con?ervcitive erci when 
relevant to the struggles of other increases in graduate student th~ old dil~mmo Reform or 
emancipatory movements could funding so that the purs·uit o( grcid- Revolution? seems to hcive lost 
include demands such as the fol- - uate studies ceases to be tcin+ci- 'its relevance by virtue of the foct 
lowing: mount to the aliencition of one's thcit progressive reforms increas-
1. Free public education all the way labor power for a bargciin price. i~gly seem to be cis much a thing of 
up to college and graduate school. 7. Extension of welfare programs the past as revolutions are sup-
2. Increased local: stcite cind fed- to elimincite child poverty. posed to be (cifter all, it is ~-- _ ,~ « ~-
-e~~~d~emion7:ls a 8. Ex.fenslon oflTfe-long educati-on tha-t--we· have- not.-·seen- ·a "'tf'fajor· 
mecins of c·losing the g;p between opportunities cind service~ focilitat- c-~v~luJion for at le~~t :~.: · tE:~-=- _ 
pu_blic and priycite -sqhools- GlS well ing the stadies ·of parenf§ (eg, day-- years!), the initicition of the 'united 
as between school_p in weolthy and ccire centers). front' strategy outlined above 
poor districts. _9=. S,rruggle for ci. living. wage on"d . pr:omJses 'to- reverse the-..sfru-ot"ior, .. -·m :wzs== """"""""'--==:z:a: .... •- -
the reduction of the workday. We not only by mciking both of these continued frdm previous page 
should turn the tables on conserv- poles once again relevant but also 
ative l<epubliccins who always rail by restoring their dialectical unity. 
DEMAND NUMBER: 10 ... , :, ..abotrt-the-\+v'eakerrtr1'g-of-fumily-•v.al- After all,. an one-sided emphasis on 
-------bl~~Yf~..4,f;.M\4t:6~:E::"!~r-t·oEM:z(ND:see-below ues by arguing that ff parents are reforms can on~y nafurc:iTize- th-'ec;...-_ 
OEMAr-,.JDS: FrieiaY.i.::Ms!rch 31, 2Q00· cefri - promise, 
erators and microwaves in all pantries personal developments of their in short, the ideology of sccircity. 
Monday, March 6, ·2000: garbage cans in chi'ldre·n, they must hcive more free In doing so, however, such cin one-
all offices and in hallways time to spend with their children. sided emphasis contributes to the 
Monday, Match 6, 2000: public phones· These items are obviously perpetucition of misery, socio! 
installed on floors 1, 5, 8, 9, and con- meont to be illustrative rather than oppression cind war. Thus the 
course exhaustive. We could obviously recognition of ccipitcilism's 'dialectic 
~ FridstY .. March 31, 2000:.scanners installed add•·more H-ems· t-o this ilst esp--e- • of scarcity' and the ··u~nit~d fronrr . --~-•+-
and working cially if we directly solicit cind strategy that this l"'ecognition ~ 
Monday, March 6, 2POQ: place bike racks incorporcite the feedbcick of other implies ccin provide us a criterion 
on the coacourse fevel.until,construction is-" progres·s1ve · movem-erifs. The stu- f;r evciluciting tactics and pro--.~ 
done and adequate bike racks are den! _rTI,;'v ... eL_°:e':.l ~s 9.!:.CZ"'Yf'J. Jr, t.b.e. grci~s so as to ~ing-uish thos:e- - -
--install~e - -•TT • ~ H ~ -... l'Jsj: :OV,:en:..l;)::.Q.+,R§-t-r-1e-oo-n-oerns- of -rhb"t ean pr'omote"TFie goal of-- ~-
1\DMlfqJSTRA110N'S RESPONSE AND the .peace. cind civil .rig},t~ move- bumo-.ri lib~rcition· from those that " 
FOLLOW THROUGH:" ~ • , men ts while even today there is ci are only worthy of 'centrist' ser-
.,. Administration is fighting with the New movement of st,udents protesting vcints of the powers-that-be. 
York Dormitory Authority about the pur- university investments in corpora- Given CUNY's stote of siege 
chase of refrigerators and microwaves. ; tions making use of sweatshop as well as its sheer size that 
Initially, the Dormitory Authority was going lcibor. All these is,sue$ should also' mcikes it one of the largest public 
to mak,e the purchase and now the cost be part of the student movement universities in the country, we, 
falls on the GC. There is currently a agenda. CUNY students, should recognize 
microwave and refrigerator in the staff The strategy of a united and accept our obligation to spear-
lounge located on the 7th floor. front of progressive movements hecid an effort for the resurgence 
"' 1200 garbage cans arrived the week of presupposes that every single of of the student movement. This 
Feb 28, 2000. They are currently being these movements would also incor- cirticle will have fulfilled its purpose distributed. 
, porate in its a9enda the demcinds If it elicits a response from stu-
.,. The inS
t
at1ation of public phonesi beginf of all: the othet movements. The dents, members of student govern-on Monday, March 6, 2000. The DSC will 
critical mass provided by the unit- ment and student organiZcitions, discuss as a budget item the installation of f 
ed ront would strengthen each of adjuncts, members of the PSC, a phone to be used by students in the 
the movements wnile this strength- etc., thus contributing to a sober DSC lounge (room 5414) during the next 
ening of the individual movements reassessment of our present plenary March 24, 2000. 
* Scanners are currently on the concourse. would further increase the power predicament as well as the most 
and levercige of the united front. cippropriate response to it. Jim Haggard will immediately look into 
This dialectical· process could Perhaps the Advocate will start moving the scanners into the library to • 
eventucilly give rise to a rodical- 'sucking' less (see Fernando make available to students . 
.,. N b.k emcincipatory party, which could Janer's article in the September o I es are allowed in the building. 
There are currently two options: racks out- provide the forum for the interac- 1999 issue) if it provides the 
doors on 3 tion, mutual education and forum for such a debate. 
exchange of perspectives between 
the pcirticipcints of the different 
movements. Such a forum would 
~, 
1 
.. .,. - -
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By Dave Gerargi 
Anti-Herbs 
Underci~cit6Jhe· _u·ndergfoµnd. 
One. WQ[lde~s ·:when? 'y/~en-V'{ili-!-'1ark Noah~ lary.r.ix...shatter? I'm seven 
tracks into. the albLim ... how mue-n. longer can. it possibly .last?" 
Thankfully; his voqaJ cor:ds rer11ajn~ir:itact- enGugh to complete 
Underneath the lJndergrouna: (whichr I im..a§lne, is c;1 reference to magma· 
or molten rock).· lJ1e .album is• a forceful, kinetic mix of hardcore melodies 
and pun,k-rock choruses. 
Tm True" 1s the .stand alone, most powerful song on the album (so · 
much so, apparently, that it occurs again, at the end of· the album). It 
even features all those angry, fight-tli'e-good-fight lyrics, Tm a drop in an 
ocean of water. .. Gonna outrun the tafrace [sic] ... Ove'rcome with integri-
·ty I I won't live on bended knee." S"peaking of integrity, the second occur-
rence of 'Tm True" is a radio edit. lt is identical to the former except for 
the substitution of "empty"_ for "fucking" to modify "P.lace." Considering 
the anti-=-radio sentiments qf "World War 1.3" which inclucfe the telling line,~ 
"I can't listen to the radio _any1]1ore," vye · mu~uoss a yello'-01 rag onto Jhe 
field and cry, "Pe[Jaltyl" ·o( perjlaP,s: "hyp9crlte" better fits th~ bill. Way-to 
undermin~ you~ q_wn.album .. .., .. , ., · 
That contempora1Y, lyricists stcuggl~ ,sq n:iurti to match strained rhymes 
and m~ters to sicnple time structures is..a .testament to a lack of formal edu- -
cation in the canon of western literatur; aQd a blind devotion to-4£4 a~d 
2/4 time signatures. "Andrea saw life fcom her wheelchair:-/ With her 
hard smile and her a1J9urn.,hair'~can.not wqrj< because, although. the 
rhyfY!e is valid. all el~e is contrived to fit the·rhyme. "Her wheelchair" has 
a soft-hard-soft (v I v) cadence while "auburn hair" is hard-soft-hard (I v /). 
Moreover, the first line coruair:is too few syllables. The·solution is obvious: 
everyone.:on This disc; "Necrophiliac i~2!"t:;~~· .. is that perfect · · 
the7ne for-ones significant other during the holidays. 
- Berorewarned, vinyl static connf_cts·each song-wt)ict, 
woq!d be _okay if it weren't a CD. Its a little_ gimmicky. 
Scratch that; its very gimmicky. -
A not~ _to _(everb enthusiasts: looks like Iguana Studios Jn ' 
Cav,e Creek, ~~izona (where this album.vya~-r~corde_d)-has 
a.drcent revero unit. pr maybi; its ~tep0riGge Studios in 
Santa. F.e, New Mexico where. thjs work was- mixed "'Elna 
.mastered._ Check it out. . 
For mqr..e i,:iformationi contact Triple X-Records, PO·Box 
~62529, Los Angeles, CA 90086.,25'29 or WWW.triple-
x.com; 
• ·.--: illlill!l!!I! 
ditch the rhyme: Use lyrics tO"flesh:out a·story,without bowing to sbm~ Dehumanized - --
-· -· ·~ , . • -· _ ar~i!:afy r!7_yming 1:attern. ~f J~~Trdii!~hi~s ;;~~P~RL.ri;~~s~ro~M~O~S~T~C=i=0~!2~teT,m~p~o~ .. r~a:;~~~~'if~i-====P=Fr~o~b~ln':e~m~s~FH9i r~s"1'lt9Fk====~~~~~=~.:.~===~~~ 
-- - cillsTns1cfeand-~df p_uQRf ycifr[e,..IJ! '<il __ g" o _spen _ e_ 1me o o 1 -
correctly, then spare us· the pretension ana don't do 1t atall. -
Give the Anti-Heras an 'B' 1n music, a 'C in poetry, but an 'F' in gram-
QJ?I[ foe nJissp~lling~ th_~ plural_ qf herq_ (whiSh, according to no less of an 
authority than Webstethimself, is 'heroes'). - - - . - - . 
For more information contact GMM Records, PO Sox 15234, Atlanta, 
GA 30333, or www.anti-heros.com. 
The Blood Drained Cows 
self-titled 
The sheer breakneck pace of the album is enough to 
leave one breathless at the end. Their sound retains a 
garage:jam character without losing too much clarity to 
- . -tne growr of fhe guitars. · · - --· - --7 ----:::--·-v--
The simple riffs of "Mommys Killin'" and "Better Later 
Oays'' hook nicely Into heavy choruses. rew solos or intri-
cacies pollute Problems First. Dehumanized does not stray 
far from the punk formula. Hopefully they will experiment 
a little more in the futu_re. But not too experimental-they 
are a good antidote to all the pop-punk being churned· 
It says here in the Critics Handbook that rm supposed to call The Blood out 9Y rathec large independent labels who may soon lose 
Drained Cows· sound "retro" and "a throw back to ... " They're more like a their right to use tl:lat long adjeclive. As always, look to 
cross between Jon Spencer and surf music. Its a great synthesis. New Red Archives to stem the tide. 
"You're Gonna Miss Me" and "A-Bomb Love" launch the album with Clocking in close to fifty minutes, this is no quickie full 
ir-------9 rowl1 ng vocals and riffTng guitars~ ~ These· tvvo son~fs alone are vvorthtne·"7"~rrgth .7 A.punki-ock· atb□n:r.iooger.:tban:thicty.:mir1t:ttesi:::i!t"-:-. ~-=====:::ii 
selling price. "Pale White Surfer" features a wonderfully subtle guitar line NRA prices to boot? 
over otherwise tired chords., And don't think there isn't something for For more information contact New Red Archives. PO Box 
21 050 I, San Francisco, CA 94 121 or 
www.newredarchlves.com. 
The Chinkees 
Peace Through Music 
Minimalist ska for the anti-racist in you. 
Alternatively, we could call it ska-without-horns. Either 
way, Peace Through Music is a collection of upstroke 
grooves and politics. Though the content IS not exactly 
what one would associate with a party band, the music 
certainly is. Try an experiment: grab a twelve-pack of brew 
and set your CD player on repeat. I think you'll find it gets 
better with each beer. Such is the true test for any party 
band. Thusly, having resolved never to spend valuable 
space on party bands, I end this review. 
Kidding. The Chinkees are catchy. Their stripped-down 
sound is refreshing. Perhaps their next effort will be 
acoustic? Maybe? Yes? Please? Yes? 
For more information contact PO Box 35585, Monte 
Sereno, CA 95030-5585 or www.chapz.com/chinkees. 
